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CHO defends call
By Cam Lucadou-Wells

Victoria’s Chief Health Officer Brett Sutton says
he made the right call to close I Cook Foods
despite evidence casting doubt on whether
a deceased hospital patient had eaten I Cook
sandwiches.
At an inquiry into the closure on 2 September, Professor Sutton said he didn’t know of
Knox Council health inspector Ray Christy’s
email at the time.
The email report stated that Knox Private
Hospital reported patient Jean Painter ate
sandwiches prepared in the hospital kitchen.
The report was sent six hours after the closure order was served on ICF’s Dandenong
South kitchen at 4am on 22 February 2019.
Prof Sutton didn’t know of it until it recently,
the inquiry heard.
Even if Prof Sutton had the report, “I
wouldn’t have changed my mind”, he said.
There was “no other reasonable explanation” for where the listeria infection came
from. The evidence was “overwhelming”.
With ICF serving 7000 meals a week to
“vulnerable” people at hospitals and Meals
on Wheels, he had to act to avert a potentially
large and fatal listeria outbreak, he told the inquiry.
Prof Sutton was asked why there were no
other reported cases between Ms Painter’s
infection in January 2019 and ICF’s closure a
month later.
He said there may have well been milder
unreported cases. “Not everyone is vulnerable
to invasive listeriosis.”
Prof Sutton said his statement at the inquiry in 2020 that ICF was the sole supplier at the
hospital was incorrect.
The other five suppliers raised in Mr Christy’s report were not investigated, the inquiry
was told.
Prof Sutton said the closure was based on
the “genetic fingerprint” linking the deceased
patient’s listeria strain to four food samples
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Chief Health Officer Brett Sutton told the inquiry that “overwhelming evidence” supported I Cook
Foods’ closure.
from ICF’s factory.
It was a “strong” – though “not exact” match that hadn’t been found in any other
cases in Australia before or since the closure,
he said.
Prof Sutton also took into account Ms
Painter’s four-week food history provided by

her next of kin and treating doctor – which included ICF packaged sandwiches at hospital.
Ms Painter’s daughters told the inquiry that
their mother had eaten packaged ICF sandwiches on a “full ward diet” during her stay at
hospital from 13-23 January.
She was put on a soft food diet, which ex-

cluded ICF sandwiches, after 25 January, they
said.
Deputy CHO Angie Bone told the inquiry
Mr Christy’s contradicting report was discussed by the department team, and deemed
not as credible as other information.
ICF was said to be the hospital’s only supplier of “high risk” foods, Dr Bone said.
She said the department didn’t investigate
the hospital’s own kitchen which also prepared
sandwiches. There were no further listeria outbreaks at the hospital, so its focus on ICF was
“in the right place”.
Dr Bone said Ms Painter would have been
“much, much more unwell” if she had listeriosis prior to her admission.
She said the estimated onset of 21 January
couldn’t be “absolutely definitive”, but “it just
all ties up”.
“We don’t have to be absolutely definitive to
protect public health.”
Waiting for a “cluster of cases” may have exposed “several thousand” to listeria, Dr Bone
said.
Prof Sutton also noted Greater Dandenong
inspectors finding ICF staff and supervisors had
“little understanding” of safe food practices.
This was later verified by health department staff after the closure, he said.
After the hearing, ICF director Ian Cook
said the genomic link was not confirmed by
a report to Prof Sutton until after the closure
order.
Other listeria strains closely related to Ms
Painter’s strain had indeed been detected elsewhere, Mr Cook said.
They were in Western Australia and
Queensland – markets that ICF didn’t supply.
He noted that the listeria levels found at ICF
were “incredibly low” and within safe guidelines.
Mr Cook said the three-to-14-day incubation period for listeriosis meant Ms Painter
may have contracted the poisoning before her
hospital stay.
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OCCUPATIONS
Managers & Professionals: 25.5%
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Community & Personal Service 8.4%
Clerical & Admin: 15.7%
Sales: 10.8%
Machinery Operators & Drivers: 9.3%
Labourers: 11.3%
Others: 2.7%

AGE
Under 29
29-49
49-69
70+

41.39%
27.65%
21.13%
9.81%

HOUSEHOLD TYPE
1.82%
16.84%
60.71%

60.71%

 Couples with
Children
 Couples without
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 One Parent
Families
 Other Household
Arrangements

Please Note: This information was compiled based on our understanding of our
readers and information contained by the ABS for Star News Group from the
2011 Census data in relation to the City of Casey, part of which is covered by
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